ASSAM SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT COUNCIL  
(Department of Science & Technology, Govt. of Assam)
Bigyan Bhawan  
G.S. Road  
Guwahati - 781 005  
Assam, India

Telephone: 0361- 2450147  
:0361 - 2464628  
Fax :0361- 2464617  
e-mail: astec@rediffmail.com

No. ASTEC/S&T/1405 /(33)/2018 /782  
Date: 16-02-2018

Notice Invitation Quotations

Sealed quotation along with I.P.O of Rs 20/- only (non refundable) or Court fee of Rs. 8.25/-  
or DD of Rs. 20/- in favour of the Director, ASTEC, Guwahati are invited by the undersigned  
from registered Firm/Contractors for the temporary construction of exhibition stall for State  
Level Activities of Aryabhatta Science Centre. The offer should contain detailed feature  
and breakup of rates in item wise. The quotation should reach to the undersigned by 2.00  
PM on or before 26.02.2017 and would be opened on the same day at 2.30 PM. Interested  
bidder may offer rates on items as per column given below (Rates should be quoted  
inclusive of all applicable taxes.)

Specification of job: Temporary construction of exhibition stall for State Level Activities of  
Aryabhatta Science Centre at Regional Science Centre, Khanapara, Guwahati

Item No 1.  
Temporary construction of exhibition stall fitting & fixing with – front side  
wooden facia; side wall wooden; setting and fixing with wooden framing;  
carpeting with wooden platform and both sides water proof slanting roof.  
Estimated area is 4000 sq. ft. Rate per sq. ft is to be quoted.

Item No 2.  
Temporary construction of dinning hall with bamboo framing, water proof  
slanting roof, half side walls with cloths. (Estimated area is 2000 sq ft.) Rate  
per sq. ft is to be quoted.

Item No 3.  
Temporary construction of cooking shed with bamboo framing, water proof  
slanting roof, half side walls with cloths. (Estimated area is 500 sq ft.) Rate  
per sq. ft is to be quoted.

Item No 4.  
Electric works: Tube light, Halogen, Metal Halied, Plug Point, Main cable, D.G  
sets including fuel (capacity 5 KW), ceiling fan, stand fan, Rates are to be  
quoted per item and per day basis.

Item No.5  
Desk with cloth, PVC Chair on hire charge. Rate of each item is to be quoted  
separately and per item & per day basis.

Item No.6  
Dies Decoration with table and VIP chair, flower decoration, Backdrop banner  
& outside banner fitting and fixing, with iron frame, (Rate to be quoted Lump  
sum basis) Estimate cost is Rs. 15000/0 approx
Item No. 7 Designing, Printing of Vinyl with framing with carrying charge and installation and Designing, Printing of Vinyl pasting on signboard

Item No. 8 Welcome gate. Rate to be quoted Lump sum

This is a “Turn – key basis work “and all the above mentioned works are to be quoted, otherwise quotation will be rejected. Any additional work to be executed would be directed by the Director, ASTE Council or Head, S&T Division ASTE Council in due course of time (as and when required).

Terms & Conditions:

1. Rate are to be quoted inclusive of all applicable taxes, duties, transportation etc and applicable tax will be deducted at source against which necessary tax deduction certificates will be issued as and when required.
2. GST & PAN No. are to be mentioned clearly, otherwise quotation will be rejected (evidences are to be attached).
3. Work experience: Two copy’s of work order of similar nature of last year or current year are to be attached as a evidence of work done.
4. Quotation in the sealed envelope should be superscripted with quotation for construction of exhibition stall for State Level State Level Activities of Aryabhatta Science Centre by people.
5. The works are to be completed before 05/03/2018
6. Payment will be made after getting satisfactory completion report of the work along with measurement thereof.

7. The Director, ASTEC reserves the right to accept any offer that would be advantageous to the Council or right to cancel any or all quotations without assigning any reason thereof.

8. Any dispute what so ever, will be confined under the jurisdiction of Gauhati High Court, Guwahati only.

(Dr. A.K.Misra)
Director

Copy to:
1. The Director, DIPR for publication
2. ASTEC Notice Board.
3. Nodal Officer, ASTEC website.
4. Head, S&T division, ASTEC.
5. Dy FAO, ASTEC for information and necessary action.
6. Office File

(Dr. A.K.Misra)